D41 WHEEL OFFSET HARROWS
Big performance tillage tools for smaller operations

FEATURES

AMCO’s tough, dependable D41 Wheel Offset Harrow with 9" blade spacing offers the same rugged build and versatility
as larger AMCO tools. Designed for use with 34 to 95 horsepower tractors, this model is perfect for residential gardens,
commercial landscaping, and seedbed preparation for food plots.
› Six triple-lip sealed greaseable 11/8" bearings with a
two-year warranty

› Choose 18", 20", or 22" blades with adjustable highcarbon steel scrapers

› Adjustable gang angles on both front and rear gangs

› Cutting widths range from 6' to 9' depending on
model

› 15" x 16" wheels with 6-bolt wheel hubs
› 3" x 8" hydraulic cylinder with stroke control
› 11/8" square high-carbon, cold-rolled, finished steel
axles
› Safety chains included
› Tongue can be adjusted to an offset position

› Weight ranges from 1,867 pounds to 2,402 pounds
depending on model
› Powder-coated finish for enhanced durability
› Optional equipment includes cutout blades in place
of plain blades or feathering blades for rear gang

PRODUCT PERFORMANCE GUARANTEE—Repair, Replace, or Refund: AMCO Guarantees Performance. The best tillage tools
deserve the best guarantee. The AMCO guarantee is simple. If, during the first 30 days, your AMCO equipment doesn’t perform as
promised, and if we don’t make it perform in a reasonable amount of time, we’ll repair it, replace it, or buy it back.

Left: Front and rear
gang angle can be
adjusted from 17
to 23 degrees.

Below: Tongue position adjustment lets you
set up the D41 for varying equipment and
field conditions, while the stabilizer spring is
adjustable for leveling the harrow.

Above: The D41 comes standard with high-carbon
steel scraper blades on ½” x 1½” shanks mounted on
2” x 2” angle iron bars.

D41 Wheel Offset Harrow Models

Model

Cutting
Width*

No. of
Discs

Approximate
No. of
Engine HP
Bearings Required

D41-1622

6'0"

16

6

34-54

1,867

D41-1822

6'9"

18

6

41-61

1,952

D41-2022

7'6"

20

6

47-68

2,102

D41-2222

8'3"

22

6

61-81

2,252

D41-2422

9'0"

24

8

74-95

2,402

Approximate
Weight lbs**

*Transport width is cutting width plus 6".
**To calculate weight/blade, divide the approximate weight of the model by the number of disc blades.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Above: Hydraulic cylinder has stroke control for cutting depth
adjustment. The transport lockout can be secured for highway
transportation.

